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Social Sciences are concerned with the systematic study and analysis of the society, especially its socio-cultural, psychological, economic, political, philosophical, geographical, historical, legal, and communicative facets. This program is designed to develop and nurture internationally sound social scientists with a broad vision to comprehend and handle contemporary political, social, and economic issues to effectively work’s wealth & resources by a few, to find ways to ameliorate circumstances of the underprivileged, and to empower the communities worldwide.

This a multidisciplinary program developed to fulfill the needs and interests of students who aspire to develop an insightful understanding of the society.

The following major areas of study are available:

1. Economics
2. Political Science & International Relations
3. Sociology
4. Psychology
5. Development Studies

Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto Institute of Science and Technology is a fully-chartered institute approved by Higher Education Commission of Pakistan as a degree-awarding institution. SZABIST has its five campuses operating successfully in Karachi, Islamabad, Hyderabad, Larkana, and Dubai.

SZABIST is a registered member of the International Association of Universities (IAU), Paris; Association of Commonwealth Universities (ACU), London; Association of Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB), Singapore; Federation of the Universities of Islamic World (FUW), Rabat; Asia University Federation (AUF), Seoul; and Management Association of Pakistan.
Duration of Program | No. of Semesters | No. of Courses | Total Cr. Hours | 1st Semester Courses | Course Fee | Semester Fee | Total 1st Semester Fee
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
**BS SS** | 4 years | 8 | 48 | 6 | Rs.10,650 | Rs.63,900 | Rs.95,050
**MS SS* | 2 years | 4 | 10 without thesis/8 (course with thesis) | 4 | Rs.19,050 | Rs.76,200 | Rs.107,350
**MS DS** | 2 years | 4 | 10 without thesis/8 (course with thesis) | 4 | Rs.19,050 | Rs.76,200 | Rs.107,350

*Specialization in Psychology, Sociology, Political Science, Economics

**ELIGIBILITY**

**BS SS**
- Intermediate with 50% marks (no supplementary)
- Equivalency from IBCC (in case of foreign boards)
- Entrance test and interview

**MS SS* | MS DS**
- 16 years of education in a related field with minimum 45% marks or CGPA 2.0
- 50% score in GAT General or in-house entrance test
- Group discussion / interview

**SZABIST feels proud in providing financial cover to 70% of its student body.**

**SZABIST in meeting its social responsibility, provides financial assistance to majority if its students. All scholarships cover full or partial tuition fee; however in some cases it also covers books, boarding, transportation, monthly stipend and admission fee.**
WE CELEBRATE DIVERSITY!

Let’s Meet!

Shaheed Zulfikar Ali Bhutto Institute of Science & Technology
Street 9, Plot 67, Sector H-8/4
Islamabad, Pakistan

📞051-4863363-65
📧 info@szabist-isb.edu.pk
🌐 www.szabist-isb.edu.pk
✨ www.facebook.com/SZABIST.Islamabad.Official

Apply Online
Log on to:
http://admissions.szabist-isb.edu.pk
Online applications can also be filled at SZABIST Campus
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